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As the boundaries between the various parts of our 
working lives blur, so too do those that once existed 
between the various workplace disciplines. 

Insight, IN Magazine the IN Conversation podcast 
and now a new series of events have been created to 
explore the most essential issues for anybody with an 
interest in work and workplaces. 

With contributions from practitioners as well as 
suppliers and industry bodies, we offer a platform for
the most exciting and well-informed voices on the 
subjects of people, places and technology. 

Thousands of unique users read the website and 
magazine each day, offering you the chance to  
reach out to a unique audience of decision makers  
and influencers.
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The ever-changing nature of work means that a 
growing number of professionals from a wide range 
of disciplines are involved in decisions about offices, 
technology and working culture. 

Those decisons not only drive organisational success, 
they also define people’s experience of work. The two 
go hand in hand.  

And because the workplace sits at the intersection 
of people, place and technology, Insight and IN 
Magazine have always been at the forefront of this 
progressive approach. 

n •THE WORLD'S BEST OFFICE?

•WHERE THERE'S MUCK...

•UNDERSTATED RESILIENCE

•VITAL WORK EXPERIENCES
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88,736   
average monthly unique visitors

196,483   
monthly page views

41   
median age of readers

63%   
occupiers inc HR, FM, IT and RE managers

14,874   
confirmed weekly newsletter subscribers

49,103   
IN Readership

20% 
 

specifiers inc architects and designers

51% female readership

49% male readership
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workplaceinsight.net

con t ri b u t e
We welcome contributions that comply with  
our strict editorial guidelines.

advert ise

Hyperlinked sidebars:  £470 per week

Hyperlinked top banner:  £500 per week

Ads run on all pages and include hyperlinks and
unlimited changes to mirror product launches,
campaigns etc.

sponsor

Editorial promotion:  £250 per feature

Newsletter banner:  £350 per week

Podcast: £9,000 per season

Featured pages: On request

Briefings:  £3,500 including  
 permanent hosting,   
 ideas development,   
 copywriting and layout

mechanical data
 
We accept the following ad formats:

•gif  •jpg  •html  •png

Dimensions:
Sidebars:  265 px wide by up to 600px high
Banners:  600 px wide by 120 px high

Please supply a URL for linking ads and to allow
us to provide readership data.

Contributions should be supplied in a Word
format, typically are around 800 to 1,000 words
in length and should include where possible
an image and author details including a  
recent picture.
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IN Magazine 

Please supply as a high resolution, print-ready  
PDF, in CMYK, uncoated profile with a printed 
colour proof.

Single page: £1,750
Trim size: W 210 mm x H 275 mm
Bleed:  W 216 mm x H 281 mm

Double page spread: £2,500
Trim:   W 420 mm x H 275 mm 
Bleed:  W 426 mm x H 281 mm

Please send all artwork and production enquiries to 
enquiries@workplaceinsight.net

i n conversat ion pod cast

A new opportunity to join the ongoing and 
developing debate about work and workplaces.  
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The recent announcement by Apple that it wanted its employees to work 
in an office for three days a week sparked the usual, tedious pile-on about 
how many days people should spend in a physical workplace each week. This 
included a columnist at Grazia who joins the tens of millions of people around 
the world who not only know where Apple is going wrong, but also how to run 
every organisation in the world and what’s best for those who work for them.

Whichever unnecessary and immovable view people take on this kind of thing, 
there’s always plenty of evidence they can fling at the other side. After two and 
a half years, the Gish gallop of competing claims is now more of a marathon, 
fed by specious op-eds masquerading as the final word. Disappointingly, you 
won’t only find these in lifestyle magazines but also the once serious business 
press.

You’d expect it from Inc. but the likes of Fortune aren’t immune, as a recent  
piece demonstrates, with its silly headline about a war between employer 
and employee. “Love it or hate it, remote work is the way of the future”, it 
proclaims. Like ‘hybrid working is here to stay’, the slamming door of last-
word bombast rather than the dropped mike it thinks it is.

To be fair, the information that follows presents a more interesting and 
nuanced version of the issues, helped by the fact it leans heavily on the work of 
Nick Bloom and his colleagues, some of the people genuinely worth heeding 
on the present and future of work. If you don’t already subscribe to their regular 
updates, you should.

What they get right is that things aren’t always easy to pin down. For example, 
their work shows that what people most hate about traditional work and the 
workplace is the journey it takes to get to it. We’ve always known this, but 
what this means in practice, according to Bloom, is that those people who 
work in the centre of large cities see things rather differently to those who 
don’t. Organisations and people in smaller towns don’t use the same equations 
as those in major cities, and so make different decisions. Take away the 
commute and the office looks different. 
 
Mark Eltringham
Publisher, IN magazine

Editorial 
— The first and last word

For more information, visit our website or arrange a showroom appointment:
New Fetter Place, 8-10 New Fetter Lane, London EC4A 1AZ    
T: 020 7404 7441  |  E: info@kieurope.com  |  W: www.kieurope.com/colonnade

Colonnades have been used in architecture throughout human history, defining places that bring 
people together. From temples to markets, town squares to palaces - the idea of creating functional spaces 

within and adjacent to these structures is as old as civilisation itself.

‘Colonnade’ by KI brings this human-centred design to the open plan office by creating collaborative, 
activity-based work settings - quickly, sustainably and cost-effectively. Highly customisable, this robust  
free-standing modular system and its family of accessories can transform the workplace experience.

REDEFINE OPEN PLAN OFFICES WITH COLONNADE

KI-IN-Magazine-FP-Oct2021.indd   1KI-IN-Magazine-FP-Oct2021.indd   1 25/10/2021   13:50:1625/10/2021   13:50:16
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irst, a definition. A digital 
twin is a virtual replica 
of  an object, process, or 
system that can act as 

a bridge between physical and digital 
worlds by using sensors to collect real-
time data about it. This data is used 
to create a duplicate, allowing it to be 
understood, manipulated, or optimised.

The Internet of Things (IoT) and 5G, 
enable digital twins to become cost-

effective, with sensors capturing real-time 
data and AI transforming huge quantities 
of data into business intelligence.  

Digital twins are not the same as the 
static, 3D models of BIM (Building 
Information Modelling). Now with real-
time data collection and analysis, digital 
twins are continuously updated with data 
from multiple sources.

Walking into a modern office building 
in Silicon Docks, Dublin, would I know 

that it was refurbished utilising digital 
twin technology? Probably not.

I may notice the comfortable 
ambience, lighting and temperature. The 
efficient security procedure for visitors 
as I am scanned into the office building. 
I may even visualise hundreds of sensors 
and data points, gathering data into the 
Cloud.

Now, the history. It was April 1970. 
Two days into the Apollo 13 mission 

Digital twin technology has the potential to revolutionise the way 
we plan and manage buildings and cities

>

WORDS – BILLY LINEHAN

TWIN 
PIQUES

>

F

DIGITAL TWINS

Wellington has created 
a digital twin of itself 

to aid local decision 
making and planning

>
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Getting
better

Better d.o.o.
– Ljubljana
WORDS – JAMES GREENHOUGH

When a firm sets out 
to make the world a 
better place, it needs 
to look at how it can 
improve too
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HÅG Tion We believe the HÅG Tion is
the most sustainable task chair
design in the world.

With the HÅG Tion we continue to push the boundaries 
of environmentally conscious furniture. Made with 71-75% 
recycled materials, designed for disassembly and made 
using as few components as possible, it also has the lowest 
carbon footprint of any of our task chairs, and can be 
repaired and refurbished long after its 10-year warranty. 

All of this combined make it our most sustainable task
chair to date. 

Flokk showroom,
63 Central Street, London, EC1V 3AF
www.flokk.com

™
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Viewfinder

GOOGLE HQ
The world’s big tech firms are having a particularly hard 
time picking their way through the uncertainty about 
workplaces. Where once the world looked for inspiration 
in the tech palaces of firms like Google, now the spotlight 
is on their working policies rather than places of work. 
The latest iteration of their HQ, designed by Heatherwick 
at Bay View would once have received a lot more media 
attention than the statements of executives about the firm’s 
working culture. That is no longer the case  
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In a world of commercially motivated debate and personal 
projection, Ben Waber’s focus on cold data offers welcome relief

WORDS - MARK ELTRINGHAM  |   PORTRAIT  -  SIMON HEATH

Great Workplace 
Conversation sparked 
by the pandemic and its 
lockdowns has often felt 

dominated by commercial interests. 
The binary home v office debate that 
has driven an inordinate amount of 

that conversation is rooted in the 
arguments made by property and 

tech firms, competing to see 
who can best catastrophise 

the opposite side’s 
position. 

One person who 
has challenged this 

notion is Ben 
Waber who is 

the co-founder 
of workplace 
analytics firm 
Humanyze 

and so has 
skin in the 

game, 
but also 

applies an academic approach to 
understanding the nuances and 
complexities of how people interact at 
work. He is prepared to embrace and 
express ideas that don’t necessarily add to 
his firm’s bottom line. 

It’s no surprise to learn that he 
remains a visiting scientist at MIT 
Media lab and is widely quoted as 
an independent expert on a range of 
workplace issues. Most recently he was 
the co-author with Zanele Munyikwa 
of a large-scale research project looking 
at the impact of remote work on new 
product development at the world’s fifty 
largest video game companies. 

What they found was complex, 
nuanced and fascinating. And 
underreported. 

They found that the companies 
that moved to remote work during the 
pandemic had more delays in launching 
new products than before the pandemic, 
while those that worked in person did 
not. Their explanation for this based 
on the data and previous research of 
communications at other global firms 
was that, while workers communicated 

more often and with more people, 
making them more productive overall, 
they communicated significantly less with 
their weak ties, making the testing and 
implementation of ideas more difficult. 

Humanyze grew out of Waber’s 
research at MIT. He describes how a 
visiting professor first hinted at the 
possible commercial application of the 
research he was undertaking with his 
colleagues: “It was really early on in 
our PhD that a professor from Sloan 
Business School came over to the group 
while we were using sensor data to look 
at fine-grained human communication 
within the lab and he said, well, we’ve 
got a lot of corporate data from this large 
bank in Germany. We’ve emails and 
chats, meeting data and I think if you 
looked at that combined with sensor data 
you could probably learn a lot about what 
predicts good outcome to companies.”

“We thought that sounded 
interesting”, he continues. “We’ve never 
done anything like this before, and so we 
go over to Germany in 2007 and started 
to explore the application of this new 
kind of sensor data about face-to-face 

T
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Data      
driven 
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Object
– Giroflex

Although the invention of the swivel chair is largely credited to 
Thomas Jefferson, the roots of its industrialisation and our modern 
approach to ergonomics lie in Europe. It was here nearly one 
hundred years ago that Albert Stoll first introduced the world to 
the Federdreh, the legendary chair that is the common ancestor of 
every task chair that has followed. 

In 1871, a young engineer called Albert Stoll relocated to the 
town of Waldshut, on the southern fringe of the Black Forest on 
the banks of the Rhine which forms a border between Germany 
and Switzerland, to develop new processes of woodworking in 
the manufacture of seating. A year later he set up a second firm in 
Klingnau in Switzerland. By the 1890s, the focus of his work had 
shifted to office task seating, initially with the creation of a four-
legged chair which incorporated a swivel and height adjustment 
mechanism based on a column with a threaded action.

His son, Albert Stoll II later assumed both his father’s  
mantle and pioneering spirit. He proclaimed that ‘the chair  
is becoming more and more important as a working tool” and 
began intuitively to develop his own ideas about what we would 
now call ergonomics, although this was long before the term was 
even coined.

In 1926, at a trade show in Leipzig, he unveiled his core ideas 
to the public for the first time. The product he showcased, the 

patented Federdreh mechanism with its rotating central column 
and adjustable backrest is now rightly regarded as the progenitor of 
all modern office seating.

Of course, this wasn’t the end of the story. Three of his four  
sons went on to play an instrumental role in the creation of the 
modern office furniture industry. This was also a move that was 
to reshape thinking across every continent. Albert Stoll III took 
control of the Swiss arm of the business, which was to become 
Giroflex based in Koblenz.

Meanwhile Christof and Martin Stoll took joint responsibility 
for the Waldshut based business, until it was split up in 1958. 
Christof took over the reins at the existing site, developing the 
newly formed Sedus brand. 

Sedus is still going strong in its original location. Meanwhile 
Giroflex, is now a brand reinvigorated following its acquisition by 
European giant Flokk in 2017. 

A seminar and exhibition at the recent Clerkenwell Open 
explored the 150 year history of Giroflex as one of the most 
iconic and ground-breaking office furniture firms in the world. 
Its designs are now distinctly modern, but the values they espouse 
are consistent. This is perhaps unsurprising given that while the 
materials and processes we use to create seating move on, the 
bodies and needs of the humans that sit on them are unchanged  Helping you work better anywhere.

Introducing LockerWall. Inspired by the traditional locker system, but 
re-imagined for the contemporary office space, LockerWall gives you 
the scope to create an efficient, stylish storage system for any kind of 
environment. A fully integrated, optimum storage system that delivers 
dependable security, without dominating your space or sacrificing your 
style. Developed to bring you peace of mind, so you can focus knowing 
that your belongings are safely stowed away, all our lockers include a 
choice of locking systems for safe storage throughout the day.

LockerWall: designed to fit around you.

www.bisley.com
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workandplace.com
A unique high brand value opportunity to  
connect with buyers and influencers in both print and 
digital media worldwide.

feat ures
Online article carries advert in text at least once in 
first or second reading frame.  
PDF file - Ad banner at footer of each page:

$600-1,500 per article, for 2 years, varies depending 
on article.

‘ben to box’

1  Logo on cover to Bento Box
2  Article
3  Video 
4  Podcast
$2,500 per Bento Box for 2 years

web si t e page
Footer banner to Home, About and Blog pages

$250 per month
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Bento Box is designed to maximize engagement around a W&P topic, 
combining on-line and downloadable PDF c3,500-word W&P Journal article 
with a short video author interview and 20-minute ‘on-topic’ podcast. 

4. There is a c.5-minute 
interview with the Author. 
NOTE: Not part of  
basic package and 
requires sponsorship  
pre-production

3. The article is available 
in PDF (A4 format) ready 
for download or sharing. 
PDF has footer banner ad  
to first and last page.

2. The article is available 
on-line – your side  
bar advertisement is 
always visible

1. Sponsor checked and 
explained in podcast
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